TO HONOR YOUR
PHILANTHROPIC
COMMITMENT
The ADL Donor Recognition Society
was created to thank you for your
extraordinary contributions to the
work we do together in the fight
against anti-Semitism and bigotry of
all kinds.
You and ADL share an abiding belief
that America can only be safe for
the Jewish people if it is safe for
all people. You are a major force in
building a better, safer world and that
drives every action we take against
extremism, divisiveness and hate.
As a Society member, we invite you
to expand your engagement in the
issues you care about and the work
your generosity supports. Over the
course of the year, you will be offered
unique opportunities to participate in
exclusive meetings, special events,
and advocacy efforts, both regionally
and nationally.

Your trust in our efforts has enabled
ADL to act boldly in the face of the
challenges that increasingly confront
our organization and the broader
community. The pivotal actions we’ve
taken recently have helped us act
stronger, faster and smarter to fulfill
our ever-critical mission to end hate
for good. Thank you for helping us. It
has never mattered more.
Jonathan Greenblatt
CEO and National Director

ADL is a leading anti-hate organization that was
founded in 1913 in response to an escalating
climate of anti-Semitism and bigotry. Today, ADL
is the first call when acts of anti-Semitism occur
and continues to fight all forms of hate. A global
leader in exposing extremism, delivering anti-bias
education and fighting hate online, ADL’s ultimate
goal is a world in which no group or individual
suffers from bias, discrimination or hate.

Together, we will end hate for good.

www.adl.org

Your generous gift drives every
ADL action to end hate for good.
$250,000 or more annually

$100,000 to $249,999

$50,000 to $99,999

We investigate and research
ADL tracks extremism and releases original
research on trends in hate, from the role of
misogyny in white supremacy to the potential
for artificial intelligence to identify hateful
online comments.
We educate and train
ADL is a major provider in the U.S. of anti-bias
and bullying prevention education in schools,
reaching 2.8 million school children annually.
We advocate and assist
ADL works with elected officials and policy
makers at every level to protect the civil rights
of all people. We engage diverse coalitions,
companies and individuals to amplify our
message in the fight against hate and bias.

$10,000 to $24,999

$5,000 to $9,999

$2,500 to $4,999

To learn more about our Recognition Society,
please contact your regional ADL office, or
email stewardship@adl.org.

$25,000 to $49,999

$1,000 to $2,499

